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Abstract— Low latency and integration with edge computing
facilities are two of the main enablers of the upcoming fifthgeneration mobile network. The geographical distribution of
virtualized compute and storage resources (e.g., NFVI PoPs)
allows to deploy application/service instances/components closer
to mobile subscribers, and to provide much higher performance
levels in terms of latency. These new degrees of freedom should
be suitably managed in order to place and to migrate application
components along with subscribers’ move. Given the mass-scale
of subscribers and the non-negligible overhead to move
application components over resource-constrained edge facilities,
this management should be performed in a highly scalable and
effective way. In this respect, this paper presents the design of a
comprehensive edge computing framework, including an
orchestration algorithm, able to place and to move services in few
milliseconds (<25 ms). The algorithm provides scalability levels
able to support services instantiated on a per-user basis (i.e.,
personal services) also in the presence of complex network and
service environments. The performance evaluation has been
carried out by considering different service chains within diverse
software live migration technologies.
Keywords—Service Placement, MEC, SDN, NFV.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years, network technologies and architectures
are facing a deep revolution in order to meet tomorrow’s 5th
generation (5G) mobile networks requirements, such as the
support for extreme low latency vertical applications and
services [1]. To this end, Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC)
[2] has been widely accepted as one of the most viable
solutions [3], since it enables to host layer-7
applications/services onto computing and storage facilities
within Telco Operators’ infrastructures, much closer to end
users.
By exploiting softwarized infrastructures powered by
Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) [4] and SoftwareDefined Networking (SDN) [5], MEC allows Telco Operators
to support services characterized by real-time responsiveness
and by a high degree of personalization of networking, billing
and features [6] enabled by the knowledge of user location and
the network data available within the Telco premises.
However, the deployment of layer-7 services closer to the
mobile subscribers leads to additional management complexity
that has to be suitably addressed to achieve effective and
scalable operations. This complexity becomes manifest in the
case of layer-7 personal cloud services/applications [7] for

mobile end-users (i.e., modular applications composed of
graphs of chained components, to be provided on single
separated instances per each user).
Each time an instance of the personal cloud service is
activated, or a user moves getting closer to other edge
computing facilities, the Service Level Agreements (SLAs) of
the application graph components should be checked to assure
the requested proximity to end-users and performance levels.
In case that these requirements are not satisfied, components
should be (live) migrated towards closer facilities allowing to
provide the requested resources and performance indicators.
In the absence of proper orchestration mechanisms, it can
be clearly expected that huge amounts of data might be moved
pointlessly among the edge computing facilities, and end-users
might experience frequent performance decays due to the
software migration overhead or placement of application
components not satisfying the SLA requirements.
In this paper, we address the design of an edge computing
framework to support personal cloud services for mobile users
in an effective and scalable fashion. The proposed framework
allows to enable multiple personal cloud services per user by
attaching them to a “Personal Network” (i.e., a virtual network
associated to a single subscriber and connecting services
deployed in geographically distributed edge facilities). A
Virtual Personal Gateway (VPG) is also exploited to logically
terminate the Personal Network and to offer a management
interface to end-users (e.g., to (un-)subscribe personal
services). The VPG can be considered as an extension of the
virtual Home Gateway targeted by the ETSI NFV Working
Group [8] towards mobile network scenarios where it is crucial
to minimize the overhead and the drawback due to migrations
among edge facilities.
On top of these entities, the framework includes a very
lightweight heuristic algorithm to orchestrate the autonomic
placement of service components close to users, both when the
service is subscribed and upon user move. To this end, the
algorithm checks the required proximity to users declared in
the SLA against the actual user and service component
positions, it selects the components to be moved and, for each
of them, it calculates the new placement by considering the
availability of (computing) resources in all the candidate edge
facilities.
Tests have been carried out to analyze the performance and
the scalability of the orchestration algorithm by highlighting
the aspects affecting the delays introduced by the system. In

order to provide a comprehensive picture of the operation
performance, specific tests have been conducted to further
evaluate the delays in the presence of different software
migration technologies, such as moving entire virtual machines
or by using the application-driven migration of the user state. It
is worth noting that this last approach is emerging along with
the rise of the cloud-native paradigm [9].

Figure 1 reports the edge network architecture deployment.
PNs are realized by virtualizing typical network functions
provided by the user’s home gateway and by transferring them
into software instances running in commodity computing
facilities deployed in the telecom provider edge network.
Details on the VPG design are reported in the next section.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II provides a more detailed description of the proposed edge
network framework. Section III describes the solutions
designed for resource allocation and management, while results
are reported in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section V.

A. The Virtual Personal Gateway
In order to virtualize the home gateway, we need to take
into account the applications and functions needed to cover all
of its functionalities. For the control plane, a Virtual Machine
(VM) must be deployed for each user. The functionalities to be
provided are the user web interface for the configuration and
services subscription, and the capability to detect and
communicate the changes in the configuration. OpenWRT [12]
has been chosen to implement the user interface of the home
gateway, as it is a Linux distribution natively created for this
goal. Regarding the data plane, the main functionalities to be
implemented are the NAT and the firewall; for their
deployment, we have exploited a solution, described in Section
III.B, which guarantees seamless migrations without any
interruptions due to downtimes, as will be shown in the results
in Section IV.

II. DEPLOYMENT OF PERSONAL CLOUD SERVICES IN THE EDGE
NETWORK
In this work, we consider a MEC infrastructure able to
support the deployment of personal services at the edge
facilities of telecom operators, which are composed of
computing and storage appliances interconnected by
physical/virtual OpenFlow switches [10].
We take into account personal services designed in the
form of a service chain. Such service chain is stored in a
service template managed by a dedicated control plane module
[11] and instantiated only upon user subscription. The service
chain is composed of individual service components
(ServiceApps) potentially deployed in different Points of
Presence (PoPs). The appropriate placement and dynamic
(re)allocation of ServiceApps, with respect to the user position
or to other ServiceApps in the chain, is constrained by a
proximity class, which represents the maximum allowed
distance able to guarantee the fulfilment of the SLA.
The communication and information exchanged among
ServiceApps of the same service chain are handled through
Back-End Networks (BNs), which are isolated L2/L3 broadcast
network domains, while a Personal Network (PN) is associated
to each user and is employed to interconnect the user to the
associated service chains with the same level of isolation and
security available in the Local Area Network (LAN),
independently of the actual user location. An example of this
approach can be found in [7].

Figure 2 shows the deployment of the VPG inside an edge
network node. Since the web interface is accessed sparingly
and the requirements on its response times are not as
restrictive, it is not migrated upon changes in the user location,
which only involve the NAT and firewall functions, as
described in detail in Section IV.
III. NETWORK AND SERVICE MANAGEMENT IN MEC
The MEC approach has the potential to increase flexibility
and reduce end-to-end latency. However, the deployment of
layer-7 services closer to the mobile subscribers has the clear
drawback of added scalability issues: since the service chains
must be migrated according to the actual user position while
respecting the SLAs, huge amounts of data might be moved
pointlessly in the absence of proper orchestration mechanisms.
In order to curb this issue, we have realized an
orchestration algorithm for the autonomic (i.e., non-tenantdriven) placement of virtual service instances close to users on
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Figure 1. The deployment of personal services in the edge network.

Figure 2. Deployment of the virtual home gateway in an edge node.

the move. Such algorithm is designed and implemented in two
phases: first, it is applied to determine the initial placement,
and afterwards for the dynamic reallocation of service
components. The algorithm is described in Section III.A.
During the initial placement, the amount of resources
required for a created task are estimated and provisioned to
satisfy the predefined SLA, and the biggest challenge is to
allocate the available resources fairly and to make sure no
customer is under-provisioned. The second phase, which is the
reallocation, can be triggered either by changes in the position
of a mobile subscriber or in updated service requirements.
Further reduction in the overall end-to-end latency can be
achieved by exploiting the different characteristics of the
software migration technologies. This strategy will be analyzed
in Section III.B.
A. Static and Dynamic Orchestration Algorithm
The objective of the orchestration algorithm is to quickly
solve the service chain placement problem, presented in [13],
to deploy service instances upon user’s requests, and to
dynamically update their position and related networks
interconnecting them (e.g., Personal and Back-End Networks,
see Section II) according to users’ locations and events coming
from the infrastructure.
The optimal service placement problem can be considered
as the combination of two known theoretical problems, namely
the Multi Resource Generalized Quadratic Assignment
Problem (MRGQAP) [14] and the Unsplittable Flow Problem
(UFP) [15], both proved to be in the NP-hard category. Since
orchestration actions are triggered by the user’s behavior or by
the infrastructure-generated alarms, complex optimization
procedures cannot guarantee the required reactiveness
(latencies of the order of magnitude of few seconds at
maximum) upon user’s location change or congestion alarm.
For these reasons, the service placement problem has been
1.

2.

3.

4.

EVENT: NEW_USER, INPUT: UserID,
UserHomeLocation
a. Create and instantiate a new user’s Personal
Network
EVENT: NEW_SERVICE_SUBSCRIPTION, INPUT:
UserID, UserLocation, ServiceID
a. OptDatacenter= Find optimal hosting datacenters
for each ServiceApp composing the service
b. For each ServiceApp, find optimal hosting server
in OptDatacenters
EVENT: NEW_USER_LOCATION, INPUT: UserID,
UserLocation
a. If required, identify user’s services to be migrated
b. OptDatacenters = Find optimal hosting datacenters
for each ServiceApp to be migrated
c. Find the optimal hosting server for each
ServiceApp to be migrated
d. Update Personal and Back-End Networks topology
EVENT: SERVICE_UNSUBSCRIBE, INPUT: UserID,
ServiceID
a. TerminateService(ServiceID, UserID)

Algorithm 1: High-level view of the orchestration algorithm.

decomposed into simpler sub-problems that can be solved
through heuristic procedures. For example, an event-based
orchestrator has been developed to apply different heuristic
algorithms according to the required action. The pseudo code
in Algorithm 1 gives a general idea of the implemented
orchestration procedure.
The orchestration actions are triggered by different events.
When a new user subscribes, the static placement takes place:
the first step consists in instantiating a new Personal Network
in the infrastructure. In this initial phase, all the required
network functions are instantiated by default in the closest
available datacenter to the user’s home and specific matching
and action rules are configured in all the switches between the
user’s access network and the instances of network functions.
Then, when users subscribe to new services (see line 2 in
Algorithm 1), the orchestration algorithm finds the optimal
hosting servers for all the ServiceApps composing the services
and the optimal paths interconnecting them according to the
current users’ locations, the services proximity and
resource/performance requirements.
Unfortunately, due to the NP-hard nature of this kind of
problems, the optimal hosting server cannot be found in
acceptable time without compromising the user experience. To
avoid this, we simplify and decompose the problem in order to
guarantee systems scalability and fast service deployment. In
particular, the initial service placement upon user subscription
is decomposed in three steps.
In the first step (see line 2.a in Algorithm 1) the optimal
hosting datacenter is found for each ServiceApp composing the
service. Given a target datacenter for each ServiceApp, the
second step (see line 2.b in Algorithm 1) has to compute the
destination hosting server; in this procedure, the simple
heuristic takes into account the available resources in each
server, trying to minimize the number of active servers, by
guaranteeing a balanced use of resources. Finally, in the third
step, all the required overlay networks between the end-user
and related deployed services are created/updated.
Every time the user moves to another location (see line 3 in
Algorithm 1) the dynamic procedure occurs and the
orchestration algorithm checks if the proximity levels of the
subscribed services are satisfied; if not, all the ServiceApps
that must be migrated to another datacenter are identified and
the procedures in line 2 are repeated to find an optimal location
for these ServiceApps.
Finally, when a user unsubscribes from a service, the
orchestration algorithm simply terminates the running service
components and releases the occupied resources.
B. Considerations on Software Migration Technologies
In order to curb scalability issues, it is possible to exploit
the characteristics offered by the different software migration
technologies. Generally, layer-7 services and network functions
can be designed based on three different technologies: on a
physical machine (what is currently called “bare metal”), on a
hosted container, or on a hypervisor. A bare metal
implementation consists in exploiting programmable hardware,
represented, for example, by a Field Programmable Gate Array

(FPGA) [16]. A container is a wrapper of a piece of software in
a filesystem that contains all of the system tools and libraries
needed to make it work correctly. Finally, a hypervisor is a VM
manager [17] that can be placed on top of bare-metal or of an
Operating System (OS). The hypervisor should not run
applications natively; rather, its purpose is to virtualize the
workloads into separate VMs to gain the flexibility and
reliability of virtualization.
Furthermore, in order to more accurately satisfy the
application requirements, in the design of the personal services
an additional degree of virtualization has been proposed, which
can be defined as multi-context process (MCP). In practice, in
this environment, applications are in charge of directly
providing the possibility of creating multiple instances working
on different virtualized “contexts” (i.e., a sort of workspace),
and are installed directly on hardware, bypassing both the host
operating system and the hypervisor. This bypassing is made
possible by using the DPDK libraries [18] and it provides a
higher performance level with respect to traditional, kernelbased implementations.
As defined by ETSI [19], the most common required
characteristics regarding an application’s running environment
are isolation, efficient use of physical resources, low to zero
performance loss compared to the native OS environment, easy
management of application running environments, and
portability. Furthermore, resource management is considered
crucial, in order to efficiently handle capacity and meet
applications requirements. Tools to control resources are
available in all types of running environments.
Considering these aspects, the choice of a software
migration technology over the other must be made taking into
account the desired trade-off between ease of migration and
ease of access to the physical resources. In general, the
migration of an execution environment includes transferring
both the virtual image, which is the actual “body” of the
instance, and the dynamic state, representing the data located
inside the RAM memory and related to the instance to be
migrated.
The main difference between VMs and MCPs resides in the
size of their virtual image, with the latter sensibly smaller than
the former. This characteristic can be exploited to minimize the
migration time of a MCP. In fact, since the virtual image does

not occupy much disk space, it can be deployed inside each
server of the edge network, and migrations can be then
performed by simply moving the dynamic state with a
negligible overhead. A quantitative comparison is provided in
the following section.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The following tests have the goal of analyzing the
performance of the orchestration algorithm presented in
Section III. In order to identify the aspects affecting the delays
introduced by the system and their extent, Section IV.A reports
the computation times obtained for the initial placement and
migration of two generic service chains. It is worth noting that
these results also include the placement and migration of the
VPG described in Section II.A; for this reason, in order to
compare how MCP performs with respect to traditional VMs in
terms of latency, tests in Section IV.B focus only on the
implementation of the VPG.
For both test cases, the orchestrator is running on a Linux
server equipped with an Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4 2.10GHz
processor [20]), and we evaluated a topology from the datasets
available in [21].
A. Orchestration Algorithm Computation Times
In the reported tests, two service chains have been
considered: Service 1 is composed of 15 VMs, and Service 2 of
31 VMs. Computation times have been collected for the initial
placement of the service chains and for their migration. For this
latter event, we consider two cases: in the first case, a user
changing position triggers a migration that takes two hops and
requires moving only the VPG, while in the second case four
hops are needed, which involves a new placement of the whole
service chain.
Figure 3 reports the time needed to conclude (a) the initial
service placement and (b) the move service operations, in the
presence of the two service chains. In the graph, the columns
show the average value, while the circles represent the single
values obtained in multiple measures (the tests have been
repeated at least ten times).
The initial placement of a service is more time consuming
with respect to migrations, with both the number of VMs
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Figure 3. Computation time, for two service chains, needed to (a) add a service and (b) perform a migration.
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Figure 4. The test-bed used in the evaluation.

composing the chain and the distance triggering the service
chain migration influencing the computation time. It is true that
these figures are negligible for most applications, however
migration overhead must also take into account the time
needed to start up again the migrated VMs. Since this factor
strictly depends on the service, we have further analyzed this
aspect considering only the deployment of the VPG presented
in Section II.A and results are reported in the following.
B. Comparison of VM and MCP Migration Times
In the following tests, the performance of a virtual network
function deployed for Network Address Translation (NAT)
purposes is analyzed in terms of service downtime. We
compare the data obtained by deploying it as a VM, which is
the typical implementation, and as a MCP according to the
design presented in Section III.B. In both cases, the test-bed is
the one shown in Figure 4 and is composed of two servers (A
and B), and a router tester connected to an OpenFlow switch.
In the MCP case, both servers host an instance of the NAT, but
only one has the dynamic state enabling the network function.
Traffic is sent by the router tester to the active NAT (blue line
in Figure 4) that sends it back to the tester (green line). During
this transmission, the NAT is initially located in Server A, and
is then migrated to Server B.
In order to avoid service interruption and packet loss during
the migration, the OpenFlow switching/routing rules are

temporarily configured to duplicate packets destined to the
NAT on the move onto both servers. In the MCP case, upon the
fulfilment of the migration, the instance in Server A is disabled
and the connectivity to and from Server A is removed, while
only the connectivity to/from the new position is maintained.
Initially, we wanted to compare the migration downtimes
obtained in the two cases, and measured as follows:
Downtime = Timestamp of 1st packet at Port 2 - Timestamp of
last packet at Port 1
However, results showed that no downtime is experienced
during the MCP migration; so, for the sake of comparison, we
estimated the time ∆T in which the virtual image of the MCP is
replicated (which implies additional costs in terms, for
instance, of added overhead), by changing the rules in the
OpenFlow switch (i.e. from Server B→Port 2 to Server
B→Port 1) and counting the number of duplicated packets
received at Port 1:
∆T = #duplicates * traffic rate
In both cases, five runs were performed at varying packet
rates, to demonstrate the reliability of the results. The packet
size is fixed to 64 Bytes.
Figure 5 shows the distributions of the service downtimes
and replication times at varying packet rates for the VM and
MCP case, respectively, based on quartiles. In more detail, a
box is drawn between the 1st and 3rd quartiles, a line along the

(a)
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Figure 5. Measured downtime and replication time for different traffic loads in the case of (a) VM migration, and of (b) MCP migration.

median (2nd quartile), two additional lines indicating the
minimums and maximums outside the 1st and 3rd quartiles,
respectively, and an x to mark the mean values.

[3]

The mean values for the two test cases are compared, as
well, considering the line in Figure 5. Results show that the
estimates are stable at varying packet rates. Moreover, the
migration downtime obtained for the VM migration case is up
to over two orders of magnitude greater than the ∆T obtained
for MCP migration.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The possibility of hosting layer-7 applications/services into
computing and storage facilities within Telco Operators’
infrastructures, much closer to end users, as provided by the
Mobile Edge Computing paradigm with the support of
Network Functions Virtualization, is widely recognized as a
fundamental aspect to fulfil the upcoming 5G mobile network
requirements in terms of support for extreme low latency
vertical applications and services.
This paper has considered the design of a comprehensive
edge computing framework allowing to support services
instantiated on a per-user basis also in the presence of complex
network and service environments. This is achieved thanks to a
very lightweight heuristic algorithm to orchestrate the
autonomic placement of service components close to users, and
by exploiting the degrees of freedom offered by different
software migration technologies.
A thorough performance evaluation has been carried out by
testing real application chains, deployed according to diverse
software live migration technologies, in the presence of
complex network and service environments. Test results
obtained on a real wide-area topology show that the proposed
framework allows to orchestrate the autonomic placement and
migration of services instantiated on a per-user basis in few
milliseconds (<25 ms).
Future work that will be carried out in the 5G PublicPrivate Partnership (5G-PPP) Innovation Action MATILDA
[22] regards the design of an algorithm to evaluate the cost of
migrating the image against storing it in multiple servers.
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